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      Media Release                                                     For immediate release 

  

WWF responds to statement by Kerry at COP20 
 
(LIMA, Peru, 11 December, 2014) – WWF today responded to the statement made by US 
Secretary of State John Kerry at COP20 in Lima, Peru today:  
 
Samantha Smith, leader of WWF International’s Global Climate and Energy Initiative, says 
negotiators in Lima must not forget that we are facing a planetary emergency.  “Secretary Kerry 
is correct in highlighting the science that tells us we are already facing unprecedented impacts 
from climate change, and that to steer the world’s climate to stay below 2 degrees global 
warming, we have to act now.  We need countries to step up financial commitments and to 
ensure that we have a strong negotiating text to discuss in Paris. We cannot afford to fail the 
vulnerable people of the world who are depending on us to ensure that they have a world worth 
living in.” 
                         
Lou Leonard, WWF-US vice president for Climate Change, said Kerry's speech rightly reminded 
negotiators that “the science is screaming at us. His team here in Lima needs to heed the 
Secretary’s call and secure a strong scientific review of the targets that countries will put on the 
table in 2015. Negotiators have to get the science right, and they have to act together. To do so, 
the US will also need to help broker a long-term financial agreement to help those most 
vulnerable to climate change.” 
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For further information, contact:  
 
Mandy Jean Woods mwoods@wwf.org.za / @MandyJeanWoods  / +27 72 393 0027 
Sam Smith ssmith@wwf.no  / @pandaclimate / +47 450 22 149 
 
About WWF - WWF's mission is to stop the degradation of the earth's natural environment and to build a future in which 
humans live in harmony with nature. The Global Climate & Energy Initiative (GCEI) is WWF’s global programme 
addressing climate change, promoting renewable and sustainable energy, scaling up green finance, engaging the private 
sector and working nationally and internationally on implementing low carbon, climate resilient development. 
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